
Canton Soccer School Soccer Nights! 
For 7th, 8th and 9th graders 

Canton Soccer School is so sorry to have to exclude interested campers in 
grades 7-9 from attending our traditional day camp this year. We so 
appreciate that so many of your have been a part of our camp for many years 
and we hope that you will be able to join us next summer.  

 
We realize it is not quite the same, but we will be offering a really cool alternative to camp.  We will be 
hosting Soccer Nights at the turf for 7th-9th graders during the week of the traditional camp. It will be for 
boys and girls and will run from 5:30pm-7:25pm on August 3, 4, 5, and 6 with a rain date of August 7.  
 
We will have all attendees assigned to a coach and a team for the week. Each night, each team will go 
through a good warm-up, work on a new skill, and spend most of the time playing games. It will be as 
close to our traditional World Cup/Champions League camp experience as we can provide!  We will have 
music on the sound system and it should be a lot of fun! A lot less hot than during the day too! 
 
We will follow all guidelines set out by the State and Local governments in regards to Covid-19. Plenty of 
details on this will follow as the date approaches.  
 
We will be reaching out to all of the 7th, 8th and 9th graders’ families who are already registered for our 
traditional camp to see if you would like to attend our Night clinic instead.  
 
We are very optimistic that we will be running this soccer opportunity, however, if the phases of 
re-opening the economy, set by the State, don’t provide some additional flexibility prior to the start of it, 
we reserve the right to cancel the Soccer Nights  all-together. We highly doubt this will happen, but it is a 
possibility.  
 
The Cost of Canton Soccer School Soccer Nights is $125 per participant.  
 
We are limiting the number of participants to 60.  If State guidelines allow us to increase that number, we 
will work off of a waiting list.  
 
If you had previously registered for Canton Soccer School, we will issue you a full refund. You would 
then need to re-register for this event.  
 
Thank you for your understanding and we look forward to this new event! 
 
Click Here to Register for Canton Soccer School Soccer Nights.  
 
 

https://www.familyid.com/canton-soccer-school/canton-soccer-school-turf-night-clinic-2020-7th-9th-graders

